Comparison of the BOLD- and EPISTAR-technique for functional brain imaging by using signal detection theory.
Two magnetic resonance imaging techniques, BOLD (blood oxygenation level dependent) and EPISTAR (echo-planar imaging and signal targeting with alternating radio-frequency), were compared for functional brain imaging. Ten volunteers were imaged performing a sequential finger to thumb opposition task alternating with no movement conditions. Techniques were compared using variance maps and signal detection theory (ROC analysis). True positive activation in regions of interest with expected task-dependent signal changes were computed versus false activation rates in regions in which no activation was expected. D-prime coefficients were calculated for each comparison and statistically compared using a paired t test. Activation in the perirolandic region was seen in all volunteers with both techniques. There was no significant difference for the d-prime between BOLD and EPISTAR. These results indicate that based on a different physiologic principle, EPISTAR is an alternative to BOLD to perform fMRI with similar results.